Claude Monet, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Alfred Sisley, and Frédéric Bazille
Inspiration – Georges Méliès
Inspiration – Georges Méliès
A trip to the moon – 1902
Enter the world of standalone HMD's
Without lightmap
Fog system
Moving into the depth
Splatter system
2017 eSports revenue $696 million
2020 1.5 billion (Source Newzoo)

LAN parties > Arena’s
NO CABLES and NO BACKPACK
• GearVR
• drift
• Collision
• uncomfortable (Xsens)
• Manus-VR gloves
• Performance
absolute tracking
What are the main challenges to be faced?

- Neck offset
What are the main challenges to be faced?
- Neck offset
- Foot sliding (compare data)
So what’s the internal process?
Server runs the VRee platform, that connects to Vive focus HMD’s
- Game logic is set on the server (collision and physics)
- Focus receives and sends data packages to the server

- Connect harnesses (containing Xsens technology) using Wi-Fi
- Xsens sends over positional data per x amount of frames
Watch Client for spectators:
the same match only rendered by high performance PC’s

AAA experience for spectators!
WACK 'EM ALL!
WACK 'EM ALL!

THE FLOOR IS LAVA!
WACK 'EM ALL!
Our goal:

TURN VR INTO SOCIAL EVENTS THAT MAKES PEOPLE EXERCISE
LAS VEGAS
Tournaments

EVENTS
Activation

LOCATION BASED CENTERS
Tournaments / Teambuilding / Party

HOME EDITION
Consumer
CONTACT
peter@pillowswillow.com